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Retail continues to undergo  
many changes, challenges, disruptive 
technologies, crises and opportunities
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Labor Availability E-CommerceCOVID Concerns
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Supply Chain Lag Inflation



Tracking Consumer Confidence



E-commerce sales 
projected to be approx. 
22% of total sales by 2025 

COVID “revenge 
shopping” boosted 
retail sales  

Shut-in influence 



• Clothing and clothing accessory stores, up 33.1 percent 
• Sporting goods stores, up 20.9 percent 
• General merchandise stores, up 15.2 percent 
• Furniture and home furnishings stores, up 15 percent 
• Electronics and appliance stores, up 13.8 percent 
• Building materials and garden supply stores, up 13.5 percent 
• Online and other non-store sales, up 11.3 percent 
• Health and personal care stores, up 9.6 percent 
• Grocery and beverage stores, up 8.6 percent

Category Movers
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Trends Impacting Local Business



Retail Knee-Jerk Reaction CommitteeRetailer Knee-Jerk Reaction Committee



Curbside & Delivery Apps 
Consumers will continue to utilize curbside and 
delivery options.

Home Office Space  
Pre-pandemic, 10-15% of homes had a dedicated 
home office. Post-pandemic, 75% of homes will 
have a home office.

• Retailer trade areas will change over time (due 
to altered commuting requirements) 

• Consumer purchasing habits change during the 
day (more local shopping) 

• Casual restaurants that rely on lunch business 
will benefit 
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Brands 
Brand loyalty will be less important post-pandemic. 
Many brands were unavailable during the pandemic, 
forcing consumers to pursue alternatives.

Websites 
It is imperative that all local businesses have a 
website. Online shopping/e-commerce will continue 
to increase in market share.
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Cleanliness - No Touch 
Consumers will be more “germ cautious” than ever 
before: No touch deliveries and shopping 
experiences will be expected, and buffets, salad 
bars, food sampling could be a thing of the past.
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Restaurants 
Many modifications have been made to the 
restaurant industry due to COVID, such as:  

• expanded outdoor seating 
• socially distanced environments 
• limited menus 
• hands-free menus 
• additional delivery and take-out options,  
• providing ingredients to cook meals at home 
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Restaurants 
Many modifications have been made to the 
restaurant industry due to COVID, such as:  

• expanded outdoor seating 
• socially-distanced environments 
• limited menus 
• hands-free menus 
• additional delivery, take-out, pick-up options 
• providing ingredients to cook meals at home 
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Taco Bell unveiled its new “Go Mobile” 
concept, which will make its debut in Q1 
2021.  

The “Go Mobile” locations are about half of 
the size of a traditional Taco Bell restaurant 
and they include a dual drive-thru, curbside 
pickup and “bellhops” who facilitate orders 
at the drive-thru and curbside. 

New Retail Concepts Are 
Being Launched
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New Retail Concepts Are 
Being Launched

Macy’s has opened what it calls a "flexible retail 
store format.” 

The 20,000-foot store is known as "Market by 
Macy’s.” The new store's space hosts 
“community-driven programming from cooking, 
tutorials, book signings, crafting and  
fitness classes.

It’s all about the shopping experience.

Local business must adapt and evolve to  
enhance the shopping experience.
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Michaels has debuted an enhanced shopping 
experience complete with a new layout, new look and 
feel, as part of a larger strategy to re-imagine the 
customer shopping experience.  

An updated checkout system leverages advanced 
technology to facilitate shop-and-scan capabilities and is 
designed to serve as additional storage for curbside, 
delivery, and buy-online-pick-up-in-store orders.

New Retail Concepts Are 
Being Launched

It’s all about the shopping experience.

Local business must adapt and evolve to enhance 
the shopping experience.

Trends Impacting Local Business



Trends Impacting Local Business

Local Business Must Create 
Shopping Experiences

Make shopping your store an unforgettable 
experience. 
• Be creative 
• Will improve sales 
• Will improve consumer satisfaction 

Transition stores to destinations. 



Trends Impacting Local Business

Local Business Must Create 
Shopping Experiences

Make shopping your store an unforgettable 
experience. 
• Be creative 
• Will improve sales 
• Will improve consumer satisfaction 

Not just an art gallery - also a community gathering place. 

Transition stores to destinations. 



Trends Impacting Local Business

Local Business Must Create 
Shopping Experiences

Make shopping your store an unforgettable 
experience. 
• Be creative 
• Will improve sales 
• Will improve consumer satisfaction 

Something for everyone store - gifts, local art, workshops, 
birthday parties, demonstrations, etc. 

Transition stores to destinations. 



Trends Impacting Local Business

Local Business Must Carry 
Multiple Retail Categories

Focus on “converting” the potential 
customer to a customer - make a sale. 

Transition stores to destinations. 



What To Expect In A  
Post-Covid Retail Experience?

• Buy Online, Pick-Up In-Store (BOPIS), 
has seen a dramatic shift in both 
adoption and expectation to continue 

• Curb-side pick-ups have seen the 
highest growth, but less than 50% of 
consumers expect these as 
“permanent” options 

Are your local businesses prepared to 
to implement these omni-channel 
services?  
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New Store /  
Restaurant App

Buy Online,  
Pick-Up In-Store

Buy direct from  
Social Media

Purchase pre-owned items online

In-store self check-outQSR Drive-thru

Trends Impacting Local Business

Source: McKinsey, July 2020
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Local Business  
Success Essentials



Mobile Location Data & Retail Trade Area Mapping

• High-confidence 
technology 

• Geo-codes 
telephone calls, 
emails & texts 

• Pinpoints consumer 
evening locations 

• Determines 
consumer path-to-
purchase

Collection of Consumer 
Mobile Device Data

Local Business Success Essentials

IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS

Knowing where customers/potential 
customers live in vital to local business 
success. 

The retail trade (or customer draw) area outlines the 
geographic area from which local business derive a 
majority of their customers. 

Its accuracy is critical.  

Removes risk. 

Consumers will drive further for something unique - like 
local business offerings in a downtown area. 

Retail Trade Area Determination



Local Business Success Essentials

IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS

Mobile location data taken from downtown DeKalb, IL.



Local Business Success Essentials

IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS

Mobile Location Data Studies: 
• Track use of all mobile devices  
• Filters visits by day or time 
• Provides measurable for events 
• Highlights areas of retail leakage 
• Identifies visitors/consumer origin 
• Identifies Path-to-Purchase

Pin dot map details 3 customer visits to 
downtown DeKalb within previous 12 
months. 

DeKalb’s downtown is a regional 
destination, influenced by NIU.

Retail Trade Area Determination



Local Business Success Essentials

Retail Trade Area Determination
Mobile Location Data Studies: 
• Track use of all mobile devices  
• Filters visits by day or time 
• Provides measurable for events 
• Highlights areas of retail leakage 
• Identifies visitors/consumer origin 
• Identifies Path-to-Purchase

Pin dot map details 12 customer visits 
to downtown Dekalb within previous 12 
months. 

When determining trade areas for local 
business - be conservative.  

Local business must track where their 
primary customers live.

IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS

Primary retail trade area - area from which local business obtains 
approx. 80-85% of their business. 



Local Business Success Essentials

Retail Trade Area Determination
Mobile Location Data Studies: 
• Track use of all mobile devices  
• Filters visits by day or time 
• Provides measurable for events 
• Highlights areas of retail leakage 
• Identifies visitors/consumer origin 
• Identifies Path-to-Purchase

Zip code data useful for omni-channel 
marketing. 

Removes risk by targeting the right visitors.

26.97% of visitors from DeKalb & Sycamore Zips

IDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Approx. 267,900 visitors traveled to downtown DeKalb within previous 12 months. 

Those 267,900 visitors made 1,450,000 visits (5.42 visits by each visitor). 

Consumer Patterns



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Consumer Patterns
Special event? Appears to have been successful!
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Consumer Patterns



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Consumer Patterns

Suggests a healthy downtown?
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Consumer Patterns

Indicates downtown is a destination



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Consumer Patterns

Primary visitor paths to downtown
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Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Unique Consumer Data
Local business must know each 
unique attributes of their customers 
and potential customers. 
• Race Distribution Percentages 
• Hispanic Origin of Population 
• Population by Age 
• Disposable Incomes 
• Education Levels 
• Population by Sex 

Retail Trade Area Population - 67,276 

Local business must determine exactly how many of 
the 67,276 people that make up the retail trade area 
are their customers or potential customers. 

Removes risk.



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Unique Consumer Data

Population Growth is 
important to all retailers - 

Locals & Nationals 

Local business must “look between 
the lines.” 

Be cautious and thorough. 
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Local business must “look between 
the lines.” 

Be cautious and thorough. 

Unique Consumer Data

A young mom  
wants to open a young   
boys clothing store in 

downtown. Is the retail 
trade area of 67,276 the 

potential market she would 
serve? Her market is actually 

6,000 young boys. This 
highlights the need for a web 
presence and e-commerce 
platform.  



Include shopping habits

Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Unique Consumer Data
Psychographic profiles segment  
consumers by their values, purchasing  
behaviors and lifestyles and details 
their desire to purchase particular 
retail goods and services.

Many national retailers use this information to 
determine the selection and brands of merchandise to  
carry in their stores.

Imagine local retailers having, and understanding, 
this level of data. It would greatly reduce their risk.



Local Business Success Essentials

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

Unique Consumer Data
Local business must make certain that 
there is demand for the goods and 
services they plan to carry. 

Quantifying consumer demand for retail 
categories allows local business to fine-
tune their merchandise lines and 
merchandise mix.

Removes risk by confirming that consumers actually 
demand the retail mix you plan to carry.



Local Business Success Essentials

IDENTIFYING RETAILERS

Unique Consumer Data

The Retail Coach has partnered 
with Resquared and their new 
platform for identifying & recruiting 
local small businesses and 
restaurants.
• Focus on regional, emerging brands that are 

prime for expansion 
• Direct contact with small business owners 

with only a few locations, but looking to grow 
• Canvas new concepts that fit the “Downtown 

Experience”



C. Kelly Cofer, CCIM
  

c: 662.401.4327 
o: 662.844.2155 

ckcofer@theretailcoach.net 
www.theretailcoach.net


